Abstract. In this note we propose a trilinear bracket formulation for the Hamiltonian extended Magnetohydrodynamics (XMHD) model with homogeneous mass density. The corresponding two-dimensional representation is derived by performing spatial reduction on the three-dimensional bracket, upon introducing a symmetric representation for the field variables. Subsequently, the trilinear bracket of the resulting two-dimensional, four-field model is discretized using a finite difference scheme, which results in semi-discrete dynamics that involve the Arakawa Jacobian. Simulations of planar dynamics show that this scheme respects the desired conservation properties to high precision.
Introduction
The Hamiltonian formulation of ideal fluid models [1] (e.g. Magnetohydrodynamics) in Eulerian viewpoint involves noncanonical variables and Poisson operators that are degenerate and inhomogeneous in phase space P. The degeneracy of the Poisson operator results in the emergence of topological invariants, the so-called Casimirs. Unlike the Hamiltonian functional, being conserved as a consequence of the necessary property of antisymmetry of the associated Poisson bracket (dH/dt = {H, H} = 0), the Casimirs are conserved due to its degeneracy, i.e.
{C, F } = 0 , ∀F ∈ C ∞ (P) .
This means that, the Casimir C permutes with any functional F , not only with the Hamiltonian H of the system. In this regard, one could state that the conservation of C's is more fundamental. In [2] and later on in [3] , an infinite dimensional generalization of the so-called Nambu bracket [4] was introduced to describe inviscid three and two dimensional hydrodynamics. This new formulation brings out the hidden conservation of the Casimir on the same level with the Hamiltonian through a trilinear form [C ∞ (P)] ⊗3 → C ∞ (P), which is completely antisymmetric in its three arguments and incorporates a second Hamiltonian functional for the description of the dynamics. The second Hamiltonian is actually the Casimir invariant, i.e. the fluid helicity and enstrophy for 3D and 2D flows, respectively. Therefore, in view of this structure, both the Hamiltonian functional and the Casimir invariant are conserved due to antisymmetry. This property has been successfully exploited for the construction of energy-Casimir preserving algorithms in the context of fluid dynamics. As Salmon suggested in [7, 8] , upon discretizing the trilinear bracket in such a way that the antisymmetry property is preserved, the conservation of the discrete counterparts of the two Hamiltonians is ensured by simple algebraic cancellations. Therefore, the resulting discretized equations will retain the desired conservation properties, which is expected to be beneficial in decreasing the error of the numerical solution and enhancing the stability of the simulations.
With this note we aspire to extend this concept in the case of extended Magnetohydrodynamics (XMHD), that is a quasineutral two-fluid model that incorporates electron inertial effects and has a Hamiltonian structure in its ideal limit [5, 6] . Our main motivation for studying XMHD is that the inclusion of Hall drift and electron inertial effects results in a more realistic description for the plasmas than MHD provides and in addition it gives rise to fast reconnection, which is observed in extraterrestrial environments where the plasma is nearly collisionless and also in laboratory experiments, e.g. reconnection during the sawtooth oscillations occuring in Tokamaks. Suppressing artificial dissipation is crucial for ensuring the fidelity of reconnection simulations.
Incompressible XMHD dynamics
The equations of motion of incompressible XMHD dynamics in the vorticity representation are
where d i and d e are the normalized ion and electron skin depths, respectively, J = ∇ × B, Ω = ∇ × v and
with ∆ := ∇ 2 . The Hamiltonian structure of the barotropic version of this model has been identified in [5] . Ignoring the compressible part of this formulation and also expressing it in vorticity representation we find that the Hamiltonian is given by
where ξ is a vector potential, v = ∇ × ξ, and the corresponding noncanonical Poisson bracket
with F u denoting the functional derivative of F with respect to u. One can find two Casimirs satisfying (1), which are generalized helicities of the form
Here, A * is the generalized magnetic potential. In view of (7), it can be verified that the incompressible XMHD dynamics are described by
where
is our trilinear bracket with (F, G, K) denoting cyclic permutation. Figure 1 . A regular square grid with spacing h in both directions is employed for a simple finite difference discretization of the bracket (12).
Reduction to 2D
A two-dimensional counterpart of this model can still capture the Hall and electron effects while being computationally more tractable than the 3D version. For this reason we employ a standard reduction to translationally symmetric dynamics upon decomposing the vector fields as follows
hence, from (4) one can be find b * = b − d 2 e ∆b and ψ * = ψ − d 2 e ∆ψ. In view of the translationally symmetric decomposition (10) the functional derivatives with respect to the vector fields Ω and B * can be expressed in terms of the functional derivatives with respect to the scalar fields (ω, w, b * , ψ * ) leading to
and consequently the trilinear bracket (9) reduces to
The translationally symmetric dynamics is governed by the four-field model
which follow from (8) and (12) and the translationally symmetric H and Z.
Finite difference discretization
Following Salmon's algorithm [7] , to retain the antisymmetry property on the discrete level we impose the following symmetrization due to the identity
and appropriate boundary conditions, e.g. periodic. Then it is sufficient to discretize the inner Jacobi-Poisson bracket so as to be antisymmetric, e.g.
resulting in a discrete analogue of (12) {F, G, K} d (see figure 1 and also [7, 8] ). The semi-discrete dynamics is described by the following system of ODEs
where H d , Z d are the discrete analogues of H and Z, respectively. In view of (19), (12) and (17)- (18) we find that the semi-discrete dynamical equations are provided by (13)-(16) with the field variables on the lhs being replaced by their values at (i, j) node and the Jacobians on the rhs by the Arakawa Jacobian J ij as it is given in [9] . Note that upon setting d i = d e = 0 and w = b = 0, the reduced MHD model is retrieved from (13)-(16). In this case our semidiscrete system is equivalent with the semi-discrete equations found in [10] where a Variational Integrator approach [11] was employed. To illustrate the efficacy of the scheme described above in conserving the energy and the Casimirs we perform a numerical experiment. We restrict ourselves in the simpler case of planar dynamics, i.e. we disregard dynamics parallel to the direction of symmetry simulating the evolution of the Orszag-Tang vortex influenced by the inclusion of electron inertia. The corresponding semi-discrete equations assume the form
with ψ * ij = ψ ij − d 2 e (∆ψ) ij . For the time integration we use the explicit RK4 method with time step h t = 0.01, while the spatial resolution is 256 × 256. Some snapshots of the vortex evolution with d e = 0.2 are depicted in figure 2 . The Arakawa scheme results in errors |u(t) − u(0)|/|u(0)| of the order of 10 −9 − 10 −8 for the discrete analogues of the Hamiltonian
It is clear that this scheme performs far better than the simple central approximation for J (see figure 3) , however, still does not reach the standard of the VI approach adopted in [10] , where the implicit Crank-Nicolson method was utilized for the time integration. The error can only come from the time stepping scheme since by construction H d and Z d are exactly preserved by the spatial discretization. Hence, we expect that the conservation properties can be improved further upon adopting an implicit scheme.
Summary
In this report, a trilinear bracket description of the incompressible 3D XMHD dynamics and also the corresponding description for the translationally symmetric version of the model are presented. Employing a discretization algorithm, which has been introduced in the context of fluid dynamics, we derived a conservative, semi-discrete set of equations that involve the well known Arakawa Jacobian. Subsequently, employing temporal discretization we performed a numerical simulation of planar dynamics and confirmed the good performance of the scheme. This study can serve as a starting point for the construction of a conservative XMHD algorithm with dynamics parallel to the direction of symmetry and can be extended further by employing different methods for spatial discretization, e.g. FEM, that is more efficient for the discretization of realistic domains and also implicit time integration schemes, which exhibit certain merits in terms of stability and conservation properties.
